What can you expect from this Educate and Reflect session?

- **A Conversation on the Concepts**
  - Importance of global educational and cross-cultural learning environments to develop global leaders of the 21st century.

- **Experience the shared research results and impact of social media and other digital technology integration in two real-life global learning environments:**
  - Online African Centered Educational programming at Maji Shujaa Academy and
  - U.S. to Uganda global collaboration project included Ugandan May Christian College Nkumba students and the U.S. Sims-Fayola International Academy Denver, Colorado

- **Adaptive Tools to Balance Your Online Instructing Strategy**
  - Global connectivity and digital technology tools to provide opportunities for the development of future global leaders (Skype, Zoom, WebEx, Screen-O-Matic, Google Docs, Ning, YouTube).
  - Global Intercultural Online Collaborative Learning Model (GIOCL); a framework to guide the design of a cross-cultural online collaborative learning environment and activities.

- **Application – An Interactive Zoom Encounter**
  - An interactive Zoom encounter to demonstrate creative learning and connecting global learners.
  - Individual Reflection: Your personal plan to reshape destiny by developing global leaders one digital connect at a time!

Join our live [Zoom Session](https://zoom.us/j/4423033254) with your personal device.
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Application – Individual Reflection

**Q1**: What are your views on the importance of global educational and cross-cultural learning environments to develop global leaders of the 21st century? Please explain.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

**Q2**: How do you plan to apply digital tools to develop global leaders one digital connect at a time?

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

**Q3**: What are some challenges you may encounter and resources you will need to execute your plan?

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Much success as you reshape destiny for current and future global leaders one digital connect at a time!!

Dr. Karen Ivy and Dr. Beverly Jackson